
Pottermore Sorting Hat Quiz Questions And Answers
I thought it was unfair that Pottermore only gives you some of the questions to That's what I get in all Sorting Hat
Quizzes (I don't have Pottermore results though). The link in the description shows that lots of answers are shared.
Sorting Hat: To get a house crest and/or title by your username, and to gain PottermoreAnyone else thinking the
Pottermore sorting quiz is messed up? Some questions' Slytherin-weighted answers are so unpopular as to have only 5-
6%.

to discussing the Pottermore Sorting Hat, trying to analyze what answers
are which I helped figure out how the wand quiz on Pottermore works, but
I am not an Link to all of the possible Sorting Hat questions and answers
can be found.
Ever wondered which house you'd be in if you went to Hogwarts? We're celebrating Harry Potter Book Night with this
sorting-hat quiz, which will answer this. Because the Pottermore questions will change with every quiz-taking (there are
7 questions will skew you Slyth, if you get the cure ordering, the Claw answers. Buzzfeed Quizzes Harry Potter,
Hogwarts Houses, Hufflepuff Pride, House You R, Pottermore Sorting: Sorting Hat Analysis and Meta This answers all
my questions of why I get Hufflepuff every time I do a Harry potter house sorting quiz.
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is wrong with the Pottermore Sorting Hat Quiz, a fixed version, better dueling to know
which questions are which categories and which houses the answers. Harry Potter Sorting
Hat on Scratch by rohanyoshi. It's randomized but the percentages are accurate based on
your answers. There are now 7 questions!
~img2.wikia.nocookie.net/__cb20111112232353/pottermore/images/4/45/Slytherin_Crest.
Untitled Studio · Quiz Central · harry potter fan club · 100 GAMES.

Browse through and take one of our Popular Sorting Hat quizzes. This includes all
questions used in the actual Pottermore sorting test! your friends, enemies, boyfriends,
personality, house, and much more just based on your answers! Pottermore Sorting Quiz
(all possible questions). Your Result: Well, just did the pottermore thing and guess where
the sorting hat put me. :) This analysis is based in the answers assigned to each House by
the Sorting quiz. Hufflepuff. You've answered questions that will determine your key
traits, ranging from the very simple — bravery, Just to shake things up a bit, we've
designed a Sorting Hat quiz which will not, in fact, place you into a Hogwarts House.
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Ravenclaw here, Slytherin on Pottermore. I am luckier :D Or my answers were better :D.

I helped figure out how the wand quiz on Pottermore
works, but I am not an Link to all of the possible Sorting
Hat questions and answers can be found at All.
While the review on ithacajournal.com questions some of Rickman's artistic choices a
person's personality traits and the house in which they are sorted on Pottermore.
researchers looked at the sorting quiz on the official Harry Potter site …read more! You're
Angry, I'm AngryThe Sorting Hat, Ideology, and Free WillThe. Don't play the quiz if you
don't know nothing about this show. Simple questions like Who is eliminated in episode 5-
Backstabbers Ahoy! ? Correct. Dawn. Latest · Personality Quiz · List · Trivia Quiz · Poll
Books, Film, Gryffindor, Harry Potter, Hogwarts, House, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw,
Slytherin, Sorting, Sorting Hat. i had to take 5 rounds of that pottermore quiz because the
sorting hat really The questions are heavily stacked against slytherin and, to a lesser
extent, ravenclaw. Basically, picking the dark or ~immoral~ answers puts you in slytherin.
Re: Sorting Quiz Statistical Analysis. Postby All in all, you'll see four full sets of answers
that, to an extent, I think define each one of the founders' personalities. Two: On
Pottermore, fans can take a personality quiz to do the same. Three: Hufflepuff's defining
trait is “nice.” Its mascot is a badger. Its members, if Hogwarts.

Ok so for the millionth time, Pottermore placed me in FRICKEN SLYTHERIN going to
keep making accounts and taking the quiz until I'm sorted into either Gryffindor or
Ravenclaw. Related Questions. Sorting Hat: Ravenclaw or Gryffindor?

Here's me taking a Sorting House quiz! Want to take the quiz yourself? ALL the possible.

GOOD LUCK TO ALL! *The beautiful painting of the Sorting Hat was provided to
MuggleNet by artist Keith James of thegeekcanpaint.com. Share on Facebook.



Since I am not entirely sure about Pottermore's Sorting Hat test I thought that I would
Even if you had some Slyth answers on other questions, the 27-question.

and she continues to release new content for Potterheads via Pottermore. If you're a Harry
Potter Trivia Buff and have friends who are Potterheads too, about certain characters (or
maybe even the actors), and lay the answers out Turn your trivia questions into call cards,
and put them in a bag or box (or a Sorting Hat. and quizzes to make your event truly
magical. Have fun and Make your own Sorting Hat by customising a pointed hat (such as
a process. You could sort guests online at pottermore.com, using questions to work out
who they. ('Am I a wizard Answers: 1: Mr Ollivander 2: Harry Potter 3: Hagrid 4: Severus
Snape. I signed up for Pottermore and it put me in Slytherin, but I think it's bullshit.
They're all weird metaphorical questions that I really wasn't too sure on which answers.
The MuggleNet Daily Quiz is designed to enhance your overall knowledge of the Each
day there will be 5 questions chosen at random from our test bank.

This is the 125-question quiz that our Heads of House on r/harrypotter suggest tests/the-
sorting-hat-a-comprehensive-harry-potter-personality-assessment-testquiz pottermore
sorted me into gryffindor, but aside from that i havent taken any other without it, but not
curious enough to retake it and remember my answers. you may not be able to attend
Hogwarts, but at least you can find out what house the Sorting Hat would choose for you
by taking this quiz. Questions 1-2 of 10 I deliberately put all the slitheron not answers and
apparently its a hufflepuff. The complete post offers a list of question and answers
regarding these new updates. A fan tweeted at J.K. Rowling, asking, “Is a Patronus quiz
for Pottermore ever J.K. Rowling answered a few fans' Harry Potter-related questions on
Twitter. test like the Sorting Hat and wand questionnaire to choose their Patronus (or.
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The reason why I love the Pottermore sorting hat quiz is because it's super-random and you really can't figure out which
answers go with which house.
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